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Students encouraged to
attend party caucuses
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Washington
voters gear
for caucuses
by Kent Caputo

This coming Tuesday, Washin tonvoters will turn out along with voters
in eleven other states and territories to
select delegates for their parties' national conventions.
Washington 's precinct caucuses
take place on ''Super Tuesday,
when 613 delegates (approximately
20 percent of the national total) will
be selected. Both the Republican and
Democratic caucuses will be held at
8pm in all Washington precincts and
will provide party members an opportunity to discuss issues and construct
party platforms. Although the basic
purpose of each party's caucus is the
same, the potential for involement
should be very different.
Republicans will not have a difficult time arriving at a decision on
their candidate. According to Pierce
County Republican Party Secretary
Arlene Hilmer, ''All Republicans will
support President Reagan; if they
don't they will be quiet or they just
won't show up."
This certainly won't be the case
with the Democrats, however.
Neighboring Kitsap County's
Democratic Party Chairman David
Peterson says his party will not be
simply annointing Ronald Reagan"
next week. "The Democrats offer a
chance for some exciting openmindedness," he said, ''we 're here
to let the people start choosing their
next President."
Hilmer concedes that candidate
selection "Will obviously not be as
exciting as it was four years ago, and
ads that ''Independents will flock to
the Democratic caucuses." The main

Caucus Workshop
tonight
A workshop to prepare students,
faculty and staff for participation in
"Super Tuesday 's" precinct caucuses
will be held Thursday evening at
7:30 in Mc 106.
Bill Baarsma, Associate Professor
in the School of Business & Public
Administration and former County
Chairperson of the Democratic party,
will review the agenda, rules and
possible strategies to be used in the
party caucuses set for the evening of
March 13.
Representatives from the Hart,
Jackson, Glenn, Mondale and
McGovern campaigns have been invited to attend.
8 March 1984

goal of the Republican party this year
is not candidate selection, but, in
Hilmer's words, the development of
"a strong party platform at the County, State, and National level."
Both parties have a similar format
for creating their platforms, basing
discussion on a list of optional questions offered for consideration by
caucus attendees. Both parties invite
additional questions for possible platform inclusion.
Each party official contacted offered a sample of his party's platform
questions. One that the Republicans
will be using is, "Do you believe in a
nuclear freeze?'' A Democratic sample is, "Should the U.S. stop supporting the government of El Salvadot
and the "CONTRAS" seeking to
overthrow the government of
Nicaragua?" Both parties' questions
focus on timely and thoughtprovoking issues.
In addition to being an integral part
of the country's political process,
caucuses are traditionally interesting
and informative events. Students who
are registered locally and who will be
in the area through the summer have
the additional option of becoming a
delegate to later conventions. Those
not registered here but desiring to participate in a local caucus can register
anytime up to the 13th. And both
parties openly invite observers, so
those registered elsewhere who would
just like to experience a unique
political process can also attend.
For more information on votev
registration, caucus locations, candidates, platforms and the like, contact the Pierce County Auditor, Election Department, 593-4001; the
Democratic Headquarters,
627-0863; or the Republican Headquarters, 383-1795.

An idealistic
McGovern
runs again
by Linda Pope

U.S military intervention overseas,
unemployment, and the cold
war—the issues haven 't changed
much since the 1972 presidential election and neither has George
McGovern. After twice losing his bid
for the presidency, the former senator
has thrown his hat into the ring again,
and this time he's not holding back.
McGovern attracted national attention back in 1972 as the idealistic antiwar candidate; his opposition to involvement in Vietnam formed the
basis of a successful campaign for the
Democratic nomination. Greater

notoriety came after the election,
however, when his massive defeat by
Nixon (he lost every state save for
Massachusetts and Washington
D.C.) branded him politics' biggest
loser.
His loss in '72 followed an unsuccessful bid for the nomination on a
similar platform four years earlier.
The later defeat, however, hurt much
more. He enters this year's race seeking less to win than to find a forum
for his outspoken ideas. He has
nothing to lose this time, so he's saying and doing exactly what he wants.
Ironically, he's doing better than most
other contenders. In the Iowa
caucuses he pulled a surprising third
place with 13 percent of the vote, and
tied Jackson in New Hampshire for
fourth with five percent. Although he
was not even in the Maine caucus
race, he pulled in 178 votes—a
respectable showing compared to
Glenn's 52.
NOW

McGovern's political career is a
long and varied one. Born in South
Dakota in 1922, he entered politics in
1953, leaving a teaching position at
Dakota Wesleyan University to
organize voters for the South Dakota
Democratic party.
He worked as executive secretary
for the party until 1955, building a
strong enough organization to win his
first Congressional race in a traditionally Republican state. After a term
in the House he moved to the Senate
in 1962; his three term stay there
ended in 1981. In addition to his
legislative involvement he has run
twice for president, served as the
director of Food for Peace (and arm of
the State Department's Agency for
International Development) and
chaired Americans for Common
Sense, a postion he still holds.
Through all of this his ideaology
and outspoken beliefs have remained

virtually the same. A strong proponent of Roosevelt New Dealism, he
advocates federal spending to create
jobs and support welfare and
Medicaid programs. One of his most
ambitious proposals is the government
sponsored construction of a nation
wide railway system—a project he
says which would create jobs and provide a fuel-efficient, environmentally
safe alternative for transportation.
At the same time, he would make
budget cuts, primarily in defence
spending. The candidate who in 1972
proposed an unheard-of scaling down
of the nation's armed forces has not
been any more lenient on the military
this time around. Rejecting both the
administration 's proposed ten percent
increase in the defence budget and his
fellow Democrats' five percent increase, he calls for a 25 percent cut in
President Reagan 's present spending
request.
And, of course, the antiwar stance
that formed the backbone of his '72
platform is still key, He opposes all
forms of U.S. foreign military intervention and would immediately
end all our military involvement in
Central America. Saying that
Reagan's reckless, militaristic approach to foreign relations threatens
to thrust the U.S. into explosive c
flicts with other nations, he regard
change in administrations a necess
goal for 1984. "I am determined
do all in my power, - he says to
replace the dangerously ill-informed
man who now occupies the White
House." He adds, "The men now
seeking the Democratic presidential
nomination may not be able to match
Mr. Reagan's acting ability, but any
one of them would be a vastly safer
and saner bet as the leader of America
in the 1980s."
Perhaps the most exciting aspect of
McGovern's 1984 campaign is the
freedom he has from the caution that
an earnest political campaign
demands. "If the voters agree with
me," he has said, "that's great, but
don't, I'm not going to pull
back
It is generally accepted that
McGovern will not win, and he
doesn't expect to. His campaign has
given him national media attention for
a few precious months, a renewed audience for his strong political opinions, and surprisinly, a decent showing of support which most speculate
will go to Gary Hart, his former campaign manager, in the final race.
McGovern and Jackson are ti- final two in a series of profiles on
1984 Democratic presidential ca
didates.
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Jesse Jackson:
'From the statehouse to
the White House'

R W TION '84
by Jim MacKenzie
''From the statehouse to the White
House!" On that note, Jesse Louis
Jackson, a 42-year-old Baptist
minister from South Carolina, announced his candidacy for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
A man of charisma and controversy, Jackson has focused his campaign
platform on the issues of poverty,
racial inequality, and reformation of
the present ''winner take all'' system
of party primaries. Campaigning with
a moral imperative, Jackson has
managed to attract national attention
and inject a new vitality into the
Democratic race.
Although he has never held a
political office, Jackson is not a
stranger to the world of politics. His
campaign organization, PUSH (People United to Serve Humanity), is
working to achieve greater black involvement in the political process.

Although the campaign is weakly
organized at the national level, his
"Southern Crusade" is beginning to
branch out, with the goal of registering at least 2 million voters nationwide before the general election. The
registration of black voters, though a
major focus of PUSH, represents only
part of the group's overall purpose.
Bearing the motto "You can't plant a
seed and pick the fruit the next morning, ''Jackson's organization has also
taken steps toward improving educational and economic opportunities for
blacks.
Jackson has demonstrated as well
that his lack of formal political experience doesn't deter him from tackling ''non-traditional" black issues.
The most well-known illustration of
this is the release of Lt. Robert Goodman, which Jackson secured in early
January through a series of discussions
with Syrian President Assad. The incident proved to be a major coup for
Jackson, greatly enhancing his
perceived capability in the area of
foreign affairs.
At the same time, the incident did
little to lessen the antagonism of
Jewish voters, whose animosity has
been a visible factor in his campaign.
Although Jackson claims that his recent, well-publicized use of the words
"Hymie" and ''Hymietown" (in

the District of Columbia, Johnny Ford
of Tuskegee, Alabama, the chairman
of the National Conference of Black
Mayors, and several members from
the Congressional Black Caucus,
Jackson has continued forward with
his campaign. Focusing his major effort on establishing a "rainbow coalition" of blacks, other minorities,
women, and the white poor, Jackson
is basing his platform on bringing the
"issues" of the people back to the
''politics" of the Presidency.
Yet, the ''politics" of the
Presidency will invariably keep Jesse
Jackson at a distinct disadvantage
throughout the campaign. Without a
broad base of support, and having
entered the race so late in the game,
Jackson will be hard pressed to keep
up the pace of a presidential campaign.
His success in the January 15
debates gave his campaign early
credibility, but his recent ''ethnic
characterization" is bound to have
some impact on a campaign based
largely upon anti-racism. Although
Jackson holds that his remarks were
''private and colloquial" and not
meant to offend, the negative media
attention they have drawn will be difficult to erase. His poor showing in
this week's Maine primary election,
where he drew less than 1 percent of
the vote, may reflect that.
At any rate, Jackson continues to
run on a campaign of noble idealism
and reconciliation. ''I am a catalyst
for change," he says ''the time
for change is now.''

reference to Jews and New York City)
was in private conversation and was
not meant to be ''derogatory," the
Washington Post's disclosure of the
matter created quite a media stir.
Jackson 's conflict with members of
the Jewish community goes back
much further, however, than this recent faux pas. He says it began back
in 1979 when he made a trip to the
Mideast and professed support of the
Palestine Liberation Organization.
Since he launched his race for the
presidency, Jewish protesters have
surfaced at rallies, marched outside of
his Boston campaign headquarters,
and advertised against him in the New
York Times under the organization of
Jews Against Jackson.
Members of the Jewish community
are not the only prominent people
who refuse to support Jackson's bid,
however. His reputation as a man of
''all talk and no action" has left
many Democrats, black and white
alike, skeptical. In fact, a large
number of influential black leaders
have come out in opposition to a
Jackson candidacy. The list includes:
Benjamin L. Hooks of the NAACF,
Mayors Andrew Young of Atlanta,
Coleman Young of Detroit, and Tom
Bradley of Los Angeles, and surprisingly, Coretta Scott King, the widow
of Jackson's former mentor, Martin
Luther King, Jr.
Jackson has shrugged off criticism
from those sources, stating, ''If you
run, you might lose. If you don't run,
you're guaranteed to lose." Citing an
equally impressive slate of supporters
that includes Mayor Marion Barry of
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To discover why,
you have to get to the
meat of the matter—the
½-lb. of 100010 ground beef,
the fresh cod filets, the tender
chicken breasts, the thick-sliced
ham or the assorted vegetarian
delights we use as foundations
for our 28 different Gourmet
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Burgers.
Then you must
consider our toppings—the
tastiest combinations ever
to come together under one bun.
The way we see it, it's high
time America's favorite meal was
given the treatment itso rightly
deserves.
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Something
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Just in time for
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and 8 other locations to serve
you—call for information
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News
in Brief
PORT COMMISIONER JACK
FABULICH TO SPEAK AT UPS
Tacoma Port Commissioner Jack
Fabulich will review the past and
future of the Port of Tacoma in an address to the University of Puget
Sound business student fraternity Phi
Kappa Psi.
"We have asked Mr. Fabulich to
address the relationship of the port to
the City of Tacoma and the role the
port has played in the new economic
boom that Tacoma is experiencing,"
said business student Chris Barnes.
Fabulich will appear on March 1 3th
at 7:00 p.m. on the UPS campus in
McIntyre Hall, near North 15th and
Lawrence, Room 106. Admission is
free and the public is invited.
FINANCIAL AID
Applications for summer financial
aid will be available March 15. Priority consideration will be given to those
applicants who submitted the Summer
Application, Financial Aid Form, and

Application for Financial Assistance
by April 1. Applications can be picked
up in the Office of Financial Aid and
Scholarships, Jones Hall, room 106.

BILL PROTECTS
PEER REVIEW COMMITTEES
For added protection, HB 915 requires that review proceedings be conducted in private under rules adopted
individually by each college or university.
Also under the bill, the person being reviewed is granted access to the
committee's findings and provided
with the reasons for a negative decision.
College faculty, employees and
students who serve on peer review
committees could not be sued by the
person being reviewed, under a bill
passed by the State Legislature.
House Bill 915, sponsored by Rep.
Bill Burns, D-Seattle, chairman of the
House Higher Education Committee,
is now on the governor's desk where
his signature would make it law.
Peer review committees make decisions about tenure, promotions and
other personnel actions. When a person being reviewed doesn't like the
decision rendered, that person will
sometimes take legal action against
members of the committee, Burns
said.
''We must encourage honest and
unhampered participation by the
reviewers, and keep the process free
of intimidation," he said. ''Those
who participate in good faith will be
immune from civil actions under this
bill.''
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Plato as a child
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Receive one free cup
when you order a large
pizza.
Available Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays.

Friday and Saturday
Free Delivery until
8 Mardi k)

2:00 A.M.

While supplies last

752-9653
2513 N. Proctor St.
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SUMMER
MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPS
Experience and Remuneration
College Pro Painters'TM oIleN a unique chance for the highly motivated Undergraduate/graduate interested in a I)usiness career. Students are awarded a
one year tranc h ise, t ra i fle( I to manage it, and )r( )Vide( I with consultation (1 nd
support throughout the summer. Operating a CPP franchise is one of few truly
entrepreneurial experiences available to the undergraduate college student,
and his potential rewards, $4,00() to $7,0(X) are commensurate with the
responsibilities. No PAINTING EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY.

THE FIRM'S RESPONSIBILITIES
Provide systems and training sessions on hiring, motivation,
marketing, sales, estimating, technology, accounting.
Advertising methods and funding
Support services, including computerized payroll, tax filing,
insurance coverage, printing
Employee training, including trainers, field aids, and funding
Negotiated discounts and credit accessibility with major
paint suppliers
On going consultation
The College Pro trademarks and name

*

Gain practical business experience as you strive for
excellence in your own organization

*

Gain insight into yourself and your abilities as you work with
other students and clients

*

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
To devote your full energies to the management of your high
quality painting enterprise
Know the College Pro systems, as outlined in manuals
and brought to life in training
Placement and timing of marketing packages

4. Contract estimating and selling
Hiring and motivating of workforce
Handling all aspects of running a small business, including
financial accounting and governmental compliance

Come to an information session at the
Placement Center

016~

Thursday afternoon,
March 15th, 1984
2nd floor Library Room
225

r.J
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Gain $4,XX)
$7,(XX) JS YOU SUCCeed on your own, with
CPP there to back you up
-

Coast to Coast across North America
The Trail
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Nicaraguan coffeeharvest in trouble

The
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Established September 25, 1922

Editor
Managing Editor

Published weekly during the school year

James J. Benedetto
Glenn W. Chiott

Editorial
Obligatory Apathy diatribe #328:
You probably aren't even
reading thisThis week is National Women's History Week. In honor of the occasion, the staff of The Trail had planned on running a number of articles
on women's issues to commemorate the event. However, a curious thing
developed: of the four or so people who were contacted and asked to
submit articles and features, exactly NONE were received. Nix. Zero.
Empty city.
What was received was a rather smug little letter with ''Not for
publication" scrawled across its bottom. The letter stated that the article
about the Puget Sound Women 's Peace Camp would not be forthcoming
because of "recent editorial indiscretions regarding the content of letters
to the editor." The letter goes on to say that the author has ''decided
not to contribute (my) energies to anything or anyone whose ethical standards are incompatible with my own."
So what is the result? An article on the Peace Camp, which could have
been of great interest to our readers, and of great service to the community at large, will not see print. This is a curious response from someone
who has participated in and believes (—ed?) in the value of such a camp.
What is even more disturbing is the implied belief, expressed in the letter, that one ought not have anything to do with anyone else whose
beliefs differ from their own. Does this person truly think that Peace
Camp is only for those who already are committed to that ideal? Of what
possible use to anyone else could it be if that were the case? The Trail is
certain that those who have founded and run the Peace Camp are not at
all the self-serving isolationists that this letter would make them.
This incident is, however, not a conflict between two people or even
two organizations; it is surely only one more manifestation of the lack of
activism at UPS. The Trail extends a hopeful olive branch to the FSU,
and to all other media and student organizations, whose skeletal rosters
together are mute testimony to the post -coital tristesse which
characterizes three-quarters of our student body.
Though we dream of enthusiasm, we require only cooperation.
Though we ask for solidarity, we will settle for fellowship. There is one
thing, however, that we cannot and will not compromise on: our need
for communication.
News Editor
Feature Editor
Culture/Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Photography Editor
Production Manager
Production Staff
Advertising Manager
Accountant
Typesetters
Media Advisor

Linda Pope
Jim Imlay
Brent R. Nice
Duffer Heilers
Jan Hubert
Ed Wilder
Chris Tarantula
Lisa Martinez
Mary Simpson
Jailyn Brown
Todd Kelly
John Bostrom
Debbie Ward
Jana Bauer
William P. Hirshman

The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sourid. All opinions expressed'
herein are those of the Trail stall, and not necessarily those of the University of Puget Sound community. Our offices
are located in Rm 008 of the Student Union Building of the University and are open during most business hours. Our
phone number is 756-3397. Subscriptions are available at the rate of $10 per year.
1500 No Warner St.
Tania, WA 0S416
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The situation in Nicaragua is extremely critical at this time. The
Nicaraguan economy which depends
heavily on only a few agricultural exports has been under increasing attack
from CIA-backed counterrevolutionaries. Several hundred million
dollars worth of damage has already
resulted from attacks such as the one
against the vital oil storage facilities at
the port of Corinto last October.
Nicaragua needs a successful coffee
harvest to be able to purchase basic
food stuffs, medicines, spare parts for
industry and transportation, and oil.
Because of the urgent political and
military situation, many Nicaraguans
have been mobilized in the defense of
their country and cannot participate in
the December-February coffee harvest
this year.
That is why I have chosen to respond to Nicaragua's call for international work brigades to ensure a successful coffee harvest this year.
In the United States, the National
Network in Solidarity with the
Nicaraguan People (NNSNP) is
working to coordinate volunteer participation. U.S. citizens have a particular role to play in this harvest,
because if it were not for our own
government's open attempts to overthrow the government of Nicaragua,
the Nicaraguans would be free to
develop their own political life and
their own economy in peace.
By participating in the volunteer
coffee harvest, I hope to show that as
an American citizen, I stand with the
people of Nicaragua in their moment
of need and that I oppose the policies
of the Reagan administration. I urge
others who hold similar beliefs to
write to NNSNP for further information on how to help the people of
Nicaragua and to make donations.

Their address is: NNSNP, 2025 ''I"
Street NW, Suite 402, Washington,
D.C. 20006.
The time has come to give Central
America back to its people!
Sincerely,
David L. Wiltsie, 1800 Market St.
%7, San Francisco, CA 94102

Derby Days
a success
To the Editor:
While roaming the campus this
past weekend (Mar. 3-4) did you
happen to notice Spring? With March
here and the threat of snow behind
us, frisbees, footballs, and shorts all
came out of the woodwork. In addition, you may have discovered the activities taking place on Todd field
Saturday. Many inquiries were made
and we would like to inform the campus of the event and its purpose.
The affair, labeled Derby Days, is
a national program enacted solely to
raise money for charitable organizations. You may have seen activities
created to motivate participating living groups yet we are always aware of
our primary purpose. The money
received for ads placed in our booklet
and other donations have contributed
over $900 to our cause, with this
year's profits going towards Pierce
County Muscular Dystrophy and
Wallace Village for Children. The
1984 Derby Days would not have
been possible without the active participation by the Sororities here at
U.P.S. and members of the University faculty willing to donate their time.
Consequently, we hope they have enjoyed playing a substantial role, for
we have enjoyed dealing with them.
We would like to thank the
University as a whole for helping to
make the program a success. Your interest has helped the hearts of those in
need and of those who care.
Sincerely,
The Men of Sigma Chi
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To the Editor:
According to Pringle, Flinn, Elvins &
Donahue Inc., on February 28, 1983
the University of Puget Sound had
$2,050,696.00 invested in
American corporations doing business
in South Africa. The breakdown
follows:
Temporary Investments

Shares Company name Mkt value
150 Revlon Inc. $145,688
100 Dresser md. Inc. $95,375

Dan Knowles

U.S. Banks

Foreign Auto Clinic
Complete Service

Shares Company nameMkt value

Tuneups, Brakes, Electrical
Fuel Injection, Clutches, Shocks

5000 General Electric $94,375
2500 Bankers Trust $91,875
2500 MerriliLynch $193,125

424 St. Helens
(the first block north of bib Ave.)

272-0062 or 627-7432
Hours 8 a.m.

-

U.S. Companies investing in
South Africa

Shares Company nameMkt value
3000
IBM $297,000
5500 Carnation $235,125
4500 Squibb Corp. 218,250
2000Minnesota Mng $195,313
4200 Air Products $186,375

No more recent figures are
available to me; perhaps the
Trail could find out the current
figures and print them some time
in the near future?

Name and address withheld

HEARST WRITING
PRIZES
NATURAL
SCIENCES/MATH DIVISION
-

5 p.m.

Two Hearst Writing prizes of
this spring
$
for a term paper, laboratory report,
review, etc., written for a class or an
independant study during the Fall
Semester, 1983 or Winterim of
Spring Semester, 1984. Papers
should be submitted no later than
April 15 to the following:
Terry Mace
Biology
Bill Dasher
Chemistry
Stewart Lother
Math/CSi.
Frank Danes
Physics
Winners will be announced at the
Honors Convocation in the spring.
100 each will be awarded

WFLL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER,

If you have at least

two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And ifyou qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2Year Program this fall and
receiveup to $1,000 a ye ar.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That s when you receive
an officer's commission.
Soget your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.
For more information, contact
CPT Meno at 964-6574.

ARMY ROK
BEALLYOU CAN BE.

Full Time
Part Time
Working Income
Health & Nutritional Co seeking key
people to increase our management,
sales & training force
call 472-1729

£
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The new SUB—'59

SUB needs $2.5 million for renovation
by Neil McCurdy
Whether students realize it or not,
the renovation of the Student Union
Building is not a lot of idle chatter,
but a major event on campus. Lately,
though, there has been some question
as to the direction and purpose of the
fund raising campaign and the project
itself.
In the mid 1970's a committee
was formed to explore possible student life on campus. The committee
targeted the SUB as one of the top
three campus facilities needing
physical remodeling and refurbishing.
The project, which will cost $2.5
million, is aimed at upgrading the
SUB and making it a more functional
and modem facility for student activities. Some of the areas which will
be remodeled are the cafeteria, the
bookstore, the dining hail and the
food service; student offices and
meeting rooms will also be added.
Other areas are still under investigation by the university and the proposed plan is by no means permanent.
Changes to the project will occur as
the renovation continues.
When the dedsion to renovate the
SUB was made several years ago, the
university appointed a committee to
begin handling fund raising and decision making for the project. The first
step was to draw up a proposal on the
different forms of fund raising and the
selection of an architect. The fund
raising campaign has gone smoothly
so far, with the trustees of the university, chaired by Norman Clapp, helping to raise the necessary funds to
begin the project. As the fund raising
is scheduled to continue through April
of 1985, the immediate concernswho would design the new facility
and how student interests, advice and
ideas would be incorporated in the
project—are being addressed now.
In January of this year a committee
was appointed by the trustees to
8 March 1984

choose the proper architect for the
project. The Architectural Selection
Committee includes Ray Bell, David
Dodson, David Poston and three
university trustees. Recently this committee selected five prominent architects from an initial group of
twelve. Out of this five, three have
been selected to begin sketching ideas
and creating models of the new SUB.
The design competition is aimed at
revealing what firm has the best ideas
and the highest degree of interest at
the most reasonable cost. The competition will condude on April 1 st and
the committee will then pick the best
firm for the job.
Although the Architectual Selection
Committee is the governing body that
will choose the ideal design firm, it
will ultimately be up to the trustee
committee to say "yes" or ''no" to
the selection. This final answer should
come on April 28th at the next trustee
committee meeting.
While the architects are being
selected, the need for student input
into the project is yet another concern.
Last year, a group of concerned
students appointed themselves to
represent student ideas and concerns
about how the new SUB should be
rebuilt. The committee is still hard at
work, under the guidance of Jacky
Ostrom in University Relations.
The SUB Renovation Student
Steering Committee is presently composed of Michael Amend, Mike
Garner, Craig Himes, Neil McCurdy,
David Poston and Suzy Sheperd. As a
committee of concerned students,
they are working with the trustees
and administration to represent student concerns and ideas, as well as
helping to raise funds for the project.
In the near future they will assist the
fund raising campaign of the university in a door-to-door collection.
Although the committee is rather
small, it is looking for concerned

students who would like to work with
the university and help in raising
funds for the renovation of the SUB.
Freshman are encouraged to join and
express their views as they will be one
of the first classes to actually use the
new SUB. In the mean time, the committee will be working on a goal
board for the project which will be
placed in the SUB showing progress
made in the fund raising to date.
Plans will also be made for upcoming
events to help raise money.
Look for a model or some sketches
of the new SUB around the end of
April. If you are interested in becoming a member in the Student Steering
Committee please call Jacky Ostrom
in University Relations at x3248 or
Suzy Sheperd at 272-4371.

The as yet unnamed new Student Center is
in the home stretch and running in front. An
edifice of overbearing proportions and Tudor
(.iothic design, the $1 million structure
from the corner of 15th and Lawrence and
places its rightful claim to being the rno'.
beautiful building to adorn a campus in our
fair city.
While the College of Puget Sound is one
of the very few schools in the United States
to maintain a consistent type of architecture
(Tudor Gothic) throughout all campus
buildings, it has nonetheless not closed its
eyes to modern facilities available through
mid-twentieth century technology. From the
terrazzo floored dining room (seats 800) to
the tiled and stainless steel cafeteria there i
emanated an aura of quiet, dean and efficient
beauty. The view from the balustrade balcony
of the student lounge overlooking the mam
dining room, with its vaulted and timbered
ceiling, never fails to draw a few quiet
'oohsl" and 'aahs!" from even the most
casual of visitors.
Virtually every person entering the
building for the first time traverses a series of
facial expressions running from astonishment,
surprise and almost unbelief to pleasure, aj

proval and happiness.
From the president's wife, Mrs. b
Franklin Thompson, on a proud and pleaso
tour, to the neighborhood paperboy who
dropped in on his way to the newsstand, a
single question gets a cliche-nearing
workout—"Isn't it wonderful?" As one
College staff member put it, 'People ent
the place as mildly interested on-lookers to
million dollar venture and leave as disciples
a well-designed, expertly made buildin.
They simply love the place."
Repri nted from the September 4, 1959 issue
of the Trail.

UPS students help local youths
by Andrea Cooper
On Thursday, February 23, the
Sigma Chi fraternity hosted a pizza
party for the campus Volunteers for
Youth program. The Volunteers for
Youth is an NCAA sponsored,
nationally-recognized organization
through which college students
volunteer some of their time to spend
with a local junior high-aged youth.
The pizza party was a get-together for
all the volunteers and their youths to
relax and to get to know one another
better.
The UPS students volunteering for
the program are matched with a youth
on a personality, common interests,
and boy-boy, girl-girl basis. The
youths are chosen through their school
counselors as those perceived as having the most potential to benefit from
such a program. The program has
been established at UPS for about six
years, and is recognized by the
ASUPS Senate as a club. Last year,

new directors took over the program,
and there are now approximately thirty UPS students matched with a
youth.
The directors recruit and interview
the volunteers and then set them up
with a youth. After that, it is up to
the students and their respective
youths to plan activities on a one-toone basis. The types of activities that
are frequently engaged in indude
sports activities, dining out, skating,
movies, and so on. One boy said
sometimes he and his UPS friend
often go and study together or just
relax and watch T.V.
The youths seemed very positive
about participating in the program.
Many said it was nice to have an older
friend to call up when they needed to
get out of the house or to have someone to talk to. Both the volunteers
and the youths claimed the program
was greatly beneficial.
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USE THIS CREDIT CARD IN ANY SEARS STORE ANYWHERE
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A special invitation for juniors, seniors and graduate students

Apply for a Sears
Credit
Card
now9
while you re stiff in sch ol
The Sears Credit Card is one of the most
valuable cards a student could have. Aside
from its immediate usefulness, a Sears Charge
Account could be your first step in establishing a credit history - to help you get the
credit you'll need after von leave school.

It's easier to get a Sears Credit Card
than you might think. You don't need a big
bank account or a regular job or even a
diploma. If you are a responsible person wit Ii
the ability to pay your bills, Sears believes V( ti
deserve credit and will handle credit with care.

There's no annual fee with a Sears Credit Card.
To apply, just fill out and mail the postpaid application inside.

Apply today for the Sears Credit Card-good at over
3400 Retail and Catalog Stores all across America
'\our Scars Credit Card can be useful to
you right away. First of all, it gives YOU
nationwide credit. There are over 340()
Retail and Catalog Stores all across the
country and your Scars Credit Card is
g( )od at every one of them. This means
wherever you live, travel or work— and
wherever you may move - you have avail
able credit at a nearby Sears.

There's no annual fee with
a Sears Credit Cardand no hidden credit charges
I. nlike some credit cards, there's no
annual fee with a Scars Credit Card. And
there are no hidden credit charges
either - finance charges are always fully
disclosed on your Sears statement.

Choose from over
100,000 fine products and
services at Sears
With a Sears Credit Card, you can choose
from an enormous range of products
and services, and just say "Charge it!"
Everything from clothes and cameras,
electronic games and calculators, to tires
and a tune-up for your car. Only at Sears
will you find famous KenmoreR appliances, Cheryl Tiegsm Signature Sportswear, DieUard batteries, junior Bazaar
sportswear, Free Spirit bicycles and
ROl BtJ( KS' authentic wcstcrn wear.
Of course, whatever you buy is
hacked by Sears famous promise,
"Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money
Back." For over 9() vcars Sears has stood

behind this promise to our custonicrs.
All your purchases are backed by
Sears reputation for prompt and
reliable service.

You can buy what you need when
you're short on cash
Your Sears Credit Card lets you buy
what you need when you need it, even
though you may not have the cash on
hand at that particular moment. You
can take advantage of Sears special sales
as well as everyday good values. And
you can stretch your payments over
many months if you wish.

You can shop from
Sears catalogs when you're
short on time
When you don't have the time to get to
a Sears Store, use your Sears Credit Card
to order by phone from our famous
catalogs. You can even arrange for delivery right to your door. Just give our
name, your Sears Credit Card number,
and say "Charge it!"
The Sears Credit Card. One of the most
valuable cards a student could have.
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Please complete all the questions below
when you apply for your Sears Credit Card
This is very important because it helps
Sears make a fair and proper evaluation of
your Credit Application. Of course, all
information is strictly confidential.
After you have answered all the
quest ions, and signed your name, simply

take the application to your nearby Sears
Store. Or, if you prefer, fold, seal and
mail it - the postage is already paid.
As soon as your application is approved, we'll mail your Sears Credit Card.

.-.

Fill in this application and bring it to the Customer Convenience Center of your nearby Sears Store. Or fold, seal and mail.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.

Credit Account Application

Applicant, it married, may apply for a separate account

I .

ID 72

PLEASE INDICATE BELOW NAME IN WHICH ACCOUNT IS TO BE CARRIED. COURTESY TITLES ARE OPTIONAL—PLEASE PRINT

MR

U MRS.

U MISS

L MS

Initial

First Name

ri

Last Name

Address (To which you want your billing statement mailed)

11J

cc

uJ

I
I
0

0

En

City
State
Apt. It
Residence Address
Phone No
Soc. Sec.
Phone No.
Home __________________________________________ Business _______________________________________ No.
If NO, explain
Are you a United U Yes
Immigration status:
States citizen
U No
How Long at
Rent-Unfurnished 0
Board U
Live With Parents U
Rent-Furnished Li
Present Address_____________ Own 0

City

School Address

Date of
Graduation
Zip

State

Street Address

Employer
How
Occupation
long
Former Employer
(If less than 1 year with present employer)

City and State
Net
Income $

Monthly U
How
long

(Take-Home Pay)
OTHER INCOME IF ANY:
AMOUNT $

Alimony, child support, or separate maintenance income need not be revealed
if you do not wish to have it considered as a basis for paying this obligation.

Weekly U

Source of Other Income
Savings
Checking
USavings It
U Checking It
.

Name and address of Bank
Name and address of Bank

uJ

Monthly Rent or
Mortgage Payments $

Class

How
Long

Name of School

Zip Code
Number of
Dependents
(Excluding Applicant)

City and State

Street Address

Name of Landlord or Mortgage Holder

Age

PREVIOUS
0 YES
At what Sears Store do you usually shop?
SEARS ACCOUNT
0 NO
Name and Address of Parents or Nearest Relative Other Than Spouse.

Account Number

13

'U

x

CREDIT REFERENCES

z

ACCOUNT
NUMBER

NAME ACCOUNT
CARRIED IN

NAME AND ADDRESS

U,

BALANCE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

0

Name of Spouse

Address

Employer
Name and address of Bank
Name and address of Bank
3/84 BACP/CACP

SIGNATURE OF
APPLICANT

Occupation

Address

X

How
Long

Social Security Number
Net Income (Take-Home Pay)
$

U Monthly
0 Weekly

U Savings It
U Checking It
U Savings
U Checking It
SEARS IS AUTHORIZED TO INVESTiGATE MY CREDIT RECORD AND 10 VERIFY MY CREDIT, EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME REFERENCES.

_______ DATE

i AGREE TO PAY FOR ALL CHARGES TO THE ACCOUNT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERM5 OF THE 5EARS CREDIT ACCOUNT AGREEMENT WHICH SEARS WILL SEND ME WHEN MY APPLICATiON IS APPROVED

Note: AddItional informatIon may be required by Sears to process this Sears Credit Account Agreement apphcatlon.
FOLD THIS PANEL UP

MO STEN h4Er, ',Ft; V , J Mt.

I

. —

Apply for your
Sears Credit Card
by phone or mail
0 00

Call toll-free to apply:

1-800- 323 - 3274
In Illinois Call:

.

-

1- 800-942 - 7446

When you call, ask for a New Accounts
Operator, who will be happy to take all the
necessary information in only a few
moments. Please call 9 A.M. to 9 PM. Monday through Friday, 9 A.M. to 4 PM. Saturday.
If you prefer, fill in the application on the
reverse side and mail it - the postage is
already paid.
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FOLD, SEAL AND MAIL

II I I

Name

Address
city

State

Zip

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CI.ASS

PERMIT NO. 711

CHICAGO, IL

Postage will he paid by addressee:

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
New Application Center
P0. Box 1564
Downers Grove, IL 60515-9955

NO POSTA(;E

NECESSARY
IF MAILEI)
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Guest Column:
'Bill Bruzas
ASTCC President

President 's
"State of ASUPS" Address
by Dan Holsenback

''What we do in the future
depends on what we do with what
others have left us." Robert Kennedy's statement aptly applied to this
transition period in ASUPS. The
Pilcher Administration has laid the
groundwork for our administration,
and I am very thankful for that.
The first issue we must tackle is
that of activity credits. With the
change in units required from 36 to
32 there will be a change in the
number of activity units allowed to
count towards graduation. There are
presently two allowed and I favor the
''compromise proposal" of 1.5 with
grade option. There are factions in the
faculty that support no activity
credits; at a time when we are encouraging co-curricular involvement
that is ridiculous! The faculty will be
meeting on Wednesday, March 14, at
4:00 in Mc 106. To prepare students
we have arranged a panel discussion
for 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday, the 13th
in the SUB Snack Bar. Faculty from
the Academic Standards and Curriculum committees as well as
members of the administration, will
be present to lead the discussion.
In the future months I will continue
John's work on restoring ties with
ASTCC and will look into the
possibility of joining a national lobbying organization.
ASUPS is doing well financially so
now is the time for looking at possible

ponsorship a token gesture

capital purchases. One possibility is a
computer which would help with
everything from budgeting to
documenting Senate meetings. We
will also be evaluating the role of the
Cellar in the renovated SUB.
The Publicity Office could be expanded to handle ASUPS public relations. This is another area we are
looking into. To further increase communication between ASUPS and the
students, the liaison program and the
committee structure are going through
re-evaluation. We are also going to
work for co-sponsorship of events by
IFC, Panhellenic, and RHA to bring
the entire campus together.
Great ideas always surface during
campaign rhetoric, but sometimes
fade. South African student sponsorship has not faded; there is a committee at work now selecting the program
that we will go with. The White
Paper has not been forgotten either;
Student Senate 's belated comprehensive response to it is being worked on
right now.
Committee sign-ups are coming up
very soon and I urge anyone who has
ever wanted to be involved in their
student government to apply. My office hours will be printed in the ''Tattler" soon. I'm looking forward to a
successful and possibly entertaining
term in office.
Thank you.
Dan Holsenback
ASUPS President

In June, 1976, an organized student uprising against apartheid
policies in South Africa took place on
their college campuses. The movement quickly spread throughout the
country. Many student opposition
leaders were openly eliminated by the
government to surpress change.
Nevertheless, the students'
courageous rejection of the government's practice of apartheid gained
world notice and succeeded in forwarding the divestment movement in the
United States.
By 1982, more than thirty colleges
and universities had divested more
than one hundred million dollars from
banks and corporations operating in
South Africa. Calls for divestment and
establishment of ethical guidelines
flourished on most major campuses.
Major Protestant denominations voted
to withdraw from banks and discontinue business with corporations
operating in South Africa. Locally,
Pacific Lutheran University, as a
result of student involvement in the
issue, established both ethical
guidelines and divestment policy.
At UPS, the obvious
remedy—divestment--has been artfully evaded. Instead of a strong
ethical response to the problem of
apartheid in South Africa, UPS' administration has consistently come up
with diluted solutions. One solution
repeatedly proposed by the administration has been to finance, in
conjunction with ASUPS, a free
education for a South African student
at UPS. This year, for the first time,
ASUPS agreed to co-sponsor an
African student. Perhaps I am naive,

a

a - part - heid
official policy of racial segregation
mulgated in the Republic of South
Africa (Afrik, "apartness. ")

Welcome Neighbors!

I

Just a note to invite all of you to come see and enjoy your new
neighborhood restaurant.

I
i

I

"For Health's Sake" is located at 2704 N. 21st St. (right next door
to Magoos).

I

Serving large homestyle breakfasts from 6:00 am, to 11:00 am.
Monday-Friday. 8:00 am, to Noon Saturday.

I

Different dinner specials nightly.

Excellent lunch specials along with the best hamburgers in Tacoma!

FEATURING:

I
•
I

I
I
I

• Freshly squeezed juices
• Homemade pies
• All organic grain fed meats
• Homemade quiche
• Old-fashioned milk shakes & sundaes
• Homemade soups (two daily)
Come relax and enjoy our homey restaurant!
Hours: Mon.Fri 6:00 am. - 11:00 p m.
Saturday 8:00 am. . 6:00 p.m.
Phone 759.9074

L ------------------------
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* Black Africans make up 72 percent
of the population, they are forced to
live on 13 percent of the land.
* Native Africans may not own land
in white areas and may not remain in
white aieas without a permit.
* Between 1948 and 1976 the
White government forcibly removed
2,108,000 Black South Africans from
white areas to areas designated for
Blacks.
• Blacks are barred from voting for
or becoming members of the governing parliament.
• In Johannesburg, the average
weekly wage for domestic workers is
$21, often for over 70 hours. In
smaller cities and towns, the average

but I have difficulty understanding ex
actly how one UPS-educated South
African returning to his country t
work for an American corporation wi H
relieve the problem of apartheid.
Another solution being considere.
by the UPS administration is adoptiot
of Stanford University's guidelines for
investment in South Africa based or:
the Sullivan Principle, guideline'
which advocate fair wages for a fai
day's work as a means of enhancinj
the economic and educational well
being of Black Africans. UPS' interes
in adopting these guidelines is a stel
in the right direction, but does not go
far enough. This action would not
have a significant effect on social
reorder in South AFrica, because the
Sullivan Principle fails to address the
real issue behind the oppression of
South African Blacks—that is, the
firm entrenchment of U.S. corporations in South Africa. In fact,
whatever its original intent, the
Sullivan Principle is used as corporate
justification for repression.
ASUPS' failure to take a firm stand
on the establishment of ethical investment guidelines is an obvious indication of student apathy and impotence;
your administration 's failure to do so
is abhorrent. UPS requires a comparative values dass, espouses the
ideals of the American Constitution
and Declaration of Independence,
quotes great humanitarians and supposedly instills these values in
students. In spite of these efforts, blatant inconsistencies exist between
UPS' principles and its (un)ethical investment policies.

wage is $13 per week and in rural
areas $9 per week or less (1981).
* In 1978, the Rand Daily Mail
reported an infant mortality per 1000
births of 12 for Whites and 282 for
rural Blacks.
• Malnutrition is ''endemic to Black
rural districts" of South Africa,
although the government promoted
the export of $2 billion worth of food
in 1980.
* Doctors available ratio: Whites
(country-wide) 1:400; Rural Africans
1: 40,000 (South African Medical
School trust and University of Cape
Town survey, May 6, 1980.)
* Primary and high school education
has been compulsory and free for
Whites, but neither compulsory nor
free for Blacks. All public education
remains racially segregated with
racially differentiated curricula.
The Trait
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TAG's final show
'ADDealin'
ii

by Paul Rathbun

Like a crafty jeweler, TAG has
saved the best piece to show last.
Mass Appeal, playwright Bill Davis'
award-winning drama, stands out as
a fitting gem with which to
complete the 1983-84 season.

The play tells the story of a brash
young seminarian and his challenge
of faith to an aging, often inebrious
priest. Winner of the New Critics
Outer Circle Award, the drama
thoughtfully examines the conflict
between outer professions of faith
and inner struggles of the soul, in a
manner that evokes laughter rather
than tears.
The show is remarkable in the
sense that while every facet of the
production sparkles in its own right,
in no way do these elements intrude
upon the luster of each other. They
complement and reinforce the whole,
resulting in a dazzling showpiece.
The action of the play takes place
in Father Tim Farley 's office and

from his hardwood chalice-like
pulpit. There is an efficiency of line
and a harmony of texture that
makes designer Scott Weldings set
at once comfortable and splendid.
This is a play about two men
examining the nature of courage,
friendship, idealism and love in the
bittersweet light of their faith. This
is the strength of the play, and it is
underscored by the actors portraying
these interactions.
Seminarian Mark Dolson, played
by Kyle MacLachlan, is subjected to

"This is a play about
two men examining the
nature of courage, friendship, idealism and
a baptism of fire be a priest he calls
"a song and dance theologian, a
phony and a drunkard."
MacLachlan recently finished work
on the movie "Dune" in which he
plays the lead. It is little wonder he
can land such coveted roles if the -

0
0
0

James Hilbrandt and Kyle MacLachlan star in "Mass Appeal" now playing
at TAG.

sensitive character in Mass Appeal is
typical of his work.
James Hilbrandt creates the role
of Father Tim, Dolson's
mentor/adversary. His low-key
portrayal of a loveable Irish priest
elicits sympathy for and
identification with what could easily
have become a maudlin character in
less skilled hands.
While it is the flawless jewel that
commands attention, it is the

imperfections of the human condition
that elicit feelings. Tacoma is
fortunate to have the opportunity to
examine that condition ensconced in
the setting of the stage. UPS
students and staff are even luckier,
since tickets to several performances
are available for $4.50 from The
Inside Theatre box office, x3329.
Otherwise, call the TAG box office,
at 272-2145. Mass Appeal will

play until March 24.

'Big Chill' a big thrill
by Francisco Menendez

Don't let the title deceive you,
this is not one of those cheesy
detective films. The Big Chill is a
warm-hearted character study of
eight friends mourning the suicide of
Alex, a man who was one of the
group's driving forces.

Movie Review
Writer/Director Lawrence Kasdan
brings together the cream of the Ivy
League acting programs in this
touching story about friendship and
days gone by. Kasdan is the man
who wrote Raiders of the Lost Ark

and Return of the Jedi; he also
wrote and directed Body Heat. The
Big Chill is the culmination of some
highly successful work. He may
now join the ranks of Hollywood's
new generation of wunderkind.
8

March 1984

Some may inevitably compare this
film to John Sayles 's Return of The
Secaucus Seven. Unlike Sayles's
film, The Big Chill is not only
concerned with reminiscing about the
sixties. It also deals with having to
measure up to a hard system, and
having to question the ideals of
youth. The characters in The Big
Chill have risen above the multitude
and are trying to explain or
rationalize why they sold out their
past values.
Glen Close and Kevin Kline are
the hosts of this weekend wake.
Close, nominated for Best Actress of
1984, shows her technique and
talent as the married physician who
once had an affair with Alex. Kline
shines as her husband, a sensitive
man who is a tycoon in the runningshoe industry.
Tom Berenger perceptively plays
Sam Webber, an unmistakeable Tom

Selleck clone. He constantly
agonizes about being liked, and tries
to rationalize the value of playing a

The characters
are... trying to rationalize
why they sold out their
past values.
private eye on TV. Jobeth Williams
gives depth to a stifled Detroit
housewife who has always been
attracted to Webber. Their
insecurities and egocentriaties serve
as stumbling blocks towards an
awkward yet touching affection for
each other.
Mary Kay Place portrays a
disillusioned lawyer who wants to
have a baby without the
complications of a relationship. Jeff
Goldblum brings dubious charm to a
hustling manipulative reDorter from

People Magdilne. His drcjni to

teach in the Bronx has been replaced
by his yearning to own an elegant
night dub in Manhatten.
William Hurt amuses us with his
potrait of a Vietnam vet who has
fried his brain and lost his drive
partially because of sexual
disfunction. Meg Tilly rounds off
the cast as Alex's last fling. Her
perceptiveness about his past life is
deverly counterpointed by her mix
of simple-mindedness and naivete.
The script written by Kasdan and
Barbara Benedit is smooth, slick,
and well-constructed. Each of the
characters are presented objectively,
uncovering their strengths and
weakneses but ultimately revealing
their warmth. Kasdan manipulates
his audience into identifying with
one character, their views,
preoccupations, and fears.
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Gonzo Bar Guide:

Unicorns, Leprechauns and P0000SSAAAAY!!

Ik-

part one
by Don Davis

El Presidente stopped by my
place about 10:00 p.m. to drop off
some literature about multinational
corporations in South Africa. "All
right..." I announced, "you want
to go along on a review; let's do
it!" I didn't have to twist his arm
or ask twice.
Great! Hey, I'm Tacoma-born
and raised, "(a curious thing to
admit to, I thought), ''I'll show
you where to drink in this town!"
"Wonderful," I said, ''a native
guide. I'll bring my own gunbearer, if you don't mind." My
young Aryan comrade already had
his jacket on, the one with the
mace-cannister dipped to the inside
pocket. As if to even the score, we
headed for Magoo's Annex to pick
up the Prez' sidekick.
My young Aryan friend got
apoplectic when they asked for his

ID; I saw his hand move
instinctively inside his jacket.
"Easy, Kato," I cautioned,
"these boys 'II rip your sloppy liver
out and feed it to you if you pull
that crap here." He wisely sat the
round out and skulked in a corner
muttering incoherently in German
about the merits of fascism.
Magoo 's was uncharacteristically
sedate, even for a Monday night
until halfway through the first
pitcher, when the strains of AC-DC
on the jukebox were interrupted by
a cry of "P0000SSAAAAAYY!"
emanating from the crowd bursting
through the doorway. I dove across
the table and seized the Boy
Wonder's mace-hand, and not a
moment too soon. Things began to
liven up—shoving matches,
shouting contests—Magoo 's the
way I remembered it from previous
visits. I scrawled some quick notes

Don Davis,
Gonzo reporti

about the decor in my handy
waterproof Gonzo notebook: neoneon, lighted beer signs and walnut
veneer panelling. Two pool tables,
vidiot games in back.
The King of TCC humiliated me
on some space-game or another,
racking up a score easily a thousand
times higher than my own.
"Forget the video games; how good
a shot are you?" I demanded.
Before he could reply, I threw the
remainder of my beer in his face.
He retaliated with lightning speed,
pouring a full glass over my head.
It was evident that by night's end
we'd either be friends for life or
wind up ripping each other's
windpipes out. I'm still breathing.
The woman on duty wanted to
know what the hell we thought we
were doing.
"I'm a journalist! " I shouted,
"everything's under control."

When the regulars found out I was
reviewing the place, I was suddenly
surrounded by new friends.
"Give 'dis place a good review,
huh? Git some of 'dem UPS girls
to come here."
"Get your own dates, boys," I
snarled, ''I'm a responsible
upstanding journalist, not a
matchmaker. Besides, I'm
reviewing the Unicorn tonight."
As I strode out the door, I
prudently ducked to miss the flying
six-bali aimed at my head. Mr.
President, Kato and Tonto followed
suit and we dimbed into the
executive limo—a Plymouth Fury
which he claimed had seen 145,000
miles without a tune-up. Careening
wildly off the curb, we headed
towards Ruston and the Unicorn
Tavern.

to be continued next
week

TIME SAVER GROCERY
GRAND OPENING!! ! ! ! !!!
So. 6th & Proctor
OPEN 24 HOURS
ENTER TO WIN
Effective
PEPSI March
9,10,11
A 10 SPEED
1984
BICYCLE
No Purchase necessary
60
Bicycle compliments of
1 2oz cans

s1.59

Also 7-UP, Dr. Pepper

Pepsi-Cola
Drawing to be held 3-12-84

Sandwiches, Ice Cream Novelties,
Produce, Snacks & Chips, Frozen Pizza, Beverages

UNCLE BONSAI
Friday and Saturday
March 9th & 10th
$5.00 cover

V
Must be 21 years or older

i m98
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94

AND UP

On Sale NOW!
-.

T

UPS Bookstore
15th & N. Lawrence
Come Early For Best Selection!
Limited Time- Limited Quantity

611 N. PINE
TACOMA

Sale Ends April 6th
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Local Rock Band to Play
the Cellar
by Carolyn Glenn
Joe Rock and the Sidedoors, a
Tacoma-based band, will present
their gritty brand of rock-n-roll this
Friday night in the Cellar from 9 to
midnight. The Sidedoors, a group
dedicated to reviving a 60's style
guitar sound, already have a sizable
following at UPS. Their playlist includes material by the Beatles, the
Rolling Stones, the Kinks, the Who,
the Yardbirds, David Bowie, the
Romantics, the Clash, the Heats,
and the Stray Cats.

Music Preview
The Sidedoors write their own
material as well. Their latest original
song, ''Suzi Tsunami," has become

a cult favorite on campus and will
be the A-side on a single that the
band hopes to finance and release
this spring. ''Suzi, " Jarmon says,
''is a sort of old rock-new wave
hybrid. It's basically about a guy
who marries his girlfriend's mother.
Family stuff." Other self-penned
titles include ''Let Buddha Dance,''
"Knee-deep in Concrete," and
''My Girlfriend's Boyfriend."
Jarmon has played with Joe
''Rock" McCarthy (rhythm guitar),
Brian Hobi (vocals), Jim McAlexander (lead guitar), and Brad McClaine (drums), for the last four
years. ''We're not the tightest band
on earth,'' Jarmon says, ''but after
all this time, we've come to think
alike."
According to bass guitarist Jayson
Jarmon, the Sidedoors are a revival

Student Directed One-Acts
aSu ccess

by Lisa Martinez
Last weekend two studentdirected plays opened as part of the
2918 Off-Broadway Series. One is
a comedy, and the other, a bit more
serious; the two added up to a night
of great entertainment.
The Actor's Nightmare, a satirical
play by Christopher Durang, opened
the evening. Under the direction of
Francisco Menendez, the play is
fast-paced, unpredictable, and
hilarious. The action revolves around
George Spelvin, (played by Eric R.
Holmgren) an accountant, who suddenly finds himself hauled on stage
as a stand-in for the ''ailing" Edwin Booth. Spelvin is then shuffled
about, appearing in play after play.
Unfortunately, Spelvin is never told
which play he is about to appear in
adding to his confusion. Holmgren
is excellent as the bewildered
Spelvin. His reactions to the situa-

DRASTIC

tion are wonderful; one often feels
as puzzled as he does. Lindsey Stibbard is perfect as the high-strung
stage manager Meg Katharine Noon
as the grandiose Sarah Siddons,
Christine Sloane as the flighty Ellen
Terry, Don C. Davis as the haughty
Henry Irving, and Rhen Alderman
as the Executioner gave outstanding
performances as well.
On a more serious note, I Rise in
Flame Cried the Phoenix by Tennessee Williams filled the evening's
second half. Directed by Natalie
Broussard, the play is intense,
sometimes humorous, and powerful.
The action takes place on the French
Riviera and gives an imaginary account of the last day of D.H.
Lawrence's life.
The character of Lawrence is
played by Larry Baumiller, a recent
graduate of UPS. As always,
Baumiller 's performance is superb.

band: ''We're trying to bring
something back to pop music that's
been absent a long time. We want
to entertain people. We want to

generate some excitement up there.
I think that was the original impulse
behind our forming a group ... and
the original impulse behind the
music in the first place.

His portrayal of Lawrence is piercing
and controlled. Jan Hubert is fine as
Frieda, Lawrence's companion in his
later years. Her portrayal of
Lawrence 's German mistress is
strong and vivid. Also appearing in
Phoenix is Annette Miles as Brett,
an old friend of Lawrence's.
The set, designed by Professor
Janet Neil, is simple, it being com-

prised of little more than a chair and
two tables. What is striking
however, is a tapestry of a phoenix
rising out of the flames and into the
sky.
The productions, which will be
running Friday, March 9, and Saturday, March 10, at 8:00 p.m. are
highly entertaining. Do catch them!

PLASTIC

RECORDS
LPs — TAPES

NEW — USED

Large Selection Of Pipes
And Novelty Smoking Items
2703 6th Ave. Corner of 6th & Oakes
Mon. -Sat. 1-6 p.m. 272-2886
Easy Walking Distance From U.P.S.
8 March 1984
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Loggers meet Chapman in first round
by Sheldon Spencer

Deep from the California
hinterland they come: the good, the
respected, and the unknown.
Chapman College's Runnin' Panthers hail from Orange, CA which is
located somewhere between here and
eternity. Coached by college basketball legend Walt Hazzard (UCLA
'64, US Olympian, Tokyo Games
'64), Chapman engineered 21 wins
in 26 games, earning a national ranking among the top 15 teams in the
country. They are good.
The University of California—Riverside Highlanders sport 22
victories against 4 defeats, a streak of
16 consecutive wins, and three AllDistrict players. Chapman College
entered the season as champions of
the California Collegiate Athletic
Association; the Highlanders swiped
the crown this year. They are
respected.
San Francisco State University lost
10 of the 29 games they played this
year. The Gators lost to Chapman
College 8 1-76 this year, having 10
of their shot attempts severely rejected in the process, including six by
one player. Rival Chico State won the
conference championship, yet two
timely wins over Chico blessed SFSU
with the right to participate in the
post-season The Gators wear purple

1

and gold; other than that, they are
unknown.
Friday evening, these schools converge upon the City of Destiny to
wrestle the University of Puget
Sound Loggers for the NCAA Division II West Coast Regional title and
the right to advance to the quarterfinal
stage of the national championship
tournament. San Francisco State and
UC—Riverside will contest for a
championship game bid in Friday's second game, slated to start at 9 p.m.
The preliminary game will feature
centerstage the team identified by its
coach's name and the team that just
found its identity, Chapman College
versus Puget Sound.
The Runnin' Panther publicity
guide hypes the usual: the emerging
basketball program, the strong underpinning of young talent and the team
star. This year marks the second consecutive season Chapman College
plays in the West Regional (finishing
second last season), and seven lettermen returned from that playoff
squad. The hub of the corps is Nigel
Wallace, a graceful guard who leads
the team in scoring and assists. Yet
the cornerstone of the Chapman program is Walt Hazzard, who has
fashioned 43 triumphs in just 56
games of coaching at the Division II
level. The former Seattle Supersonic

THE TYPEWRITER SHOP
4304 Sixth Avenue
756-0700

Tacoma

(one block east of Stevens)

I
I

USED TYPEWRITER SALE
10% discount with coupon

UPS students, faculty staff

COMPLETELY RECONDITIONED MANUAL AND
ELECTRIC SMITH CORONAS WITH A ONE
YEAR PARTS AND SERVICE WARRANTY
manuals from

$4950

electrics from:
SMITH CORONA
authorized dealer
(Limited to stock on hand)
maximum allowance on trade-ins

$14950 I

and NBA All-Star lends instant
credibility to a school's fortunes; for
all of his amateur athletic life Hazzard
has been a winner. His high school
won 89 of the 92 games he played as
a guard, and he spearheaded John
Wooden's first NCAA championship
team in 1964 by averaging 20 points
per game while the team won each of
its thirty games.
Chapman pounded 21 opponents
this season, taking 5 of the first 7
games and closing the year with 7
straight wins. Admittedly,
powerhouses do not abound on the
Panther list of victims; juggernauts
like Life Bible Institute and the
vaunted University of California
Medical School were among the early
casualties. Murray State halted
Chapman's early season five game
win string—yes, that Murray State.
Still, Hazzard's success at Chapman
has stirred the interest of at least one
school plagued with basketball
woes—UCLA. Hazzard reportedly
blunts questions about the prospects
of overtaking Larry Farmer's post as
head of the Bruin program with the
standard ''I'm happy where I am''
response, yet chances are new things
are fermenting in Orange.
Meanwhile, the Great Northwest
Conference champion Loggers
smolder, primed for action following a
10 game layoff. After an absence of
two seasons, Puget Sound dances in
the post-season playoffs hoping to
repeat 1976's squad and bring Don
Zech his second national championship. Point differentials of 28, 26, 18
points separated the Loggers from the
losers in three of the last 10 victories
and the Loggers scored the nets for 80
points or more on 10 different occasions Who would have foreseen the
Loggers having a decent season after
the tumultuous early season that saw
the squad drop four of their first seven

decisions? The team knew its potential for brilliance, according to star
guard Alphonse Hammond.
"We knew we had some good
players, even after the Eastern trip
(which included setbacks to Division
II champs Kentucky Weslyan, and
Division I schools Maine and Boston
College). The East Coast play is really physical and we got pretty banged
up, but the coaches kept motivating
us and kept things together," said the
point man who averaged 9.4 points a
game on chronically ailing ankles.
From Chapman, Hammond expects
to see ''a bunch of 6 '5" guys that
jump out of the gym and love to run.
We know we can run with them if we
have to, and we think we're a smarter
team than they are. We know we can
play with anyone.''
So, will Alphonse offer a forecast
as to the outcome of the West
Regional? ''It's the beginning of
new season, everyone starts oH
0-0", Hammond hedges.
When the dust settles Saturday
night, the 32 team NCAA Division II
tourney field will have been pared to
just 8 schools. Until then, one question remains: who will emerge as Best
in The West, the good, the respected,
the unknown or the team with no
faults?

It's up to you and me
• .. we're United Way!
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It. 's up to you and me
.we're United Way!

UnI.d Way It's up to you and me
of Pterce County
• . .we're United Way'
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THE
PIZZA

FREPIZZA

$2.00 OFF
?

FREE
DELIVERY

88 4
MON-THURS 5pm-lam

ANY 12" OR 14" PIZZA
i

ANY 16" PIZZA

BUY A LARGE PIZZA
WITH THICK CRUST I WITH THICK CRUST I WITH THREE OR MORE
I ITEMS AND GET A SMALL 1
I
ONE ITEM PIZZA FREE
One coupon per pizza
One coupon per pizza
_____

___________________________________

FRI &SAT 4pm-1:3Oam
SUN 4pm-lam

FAST

___________

627-8844

___________ 627-8844
_______
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_______________

_
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I
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Sports Beat
Loggers compromise Missionaries
by Sheldon Spencer

What do you do when you are
routed by a team of Missionaries?
Keep the faith, and return the
favor, and that is just what the
University of Puget Sound Loggers
did in splitting a season-opening
Jouble-header with the Whitman College Missionaries last Sunday.
Whitman pitcher Rick Rose shackled the Logger batsmen with a complete game no-hitter, and the Whitman offense stoned starter Scott Dull
with ten runs in two innings in recording a 13-0 whitewash. The only
Logger baserunner, Steve Webb,
benefitted from a Rose two-out walk
in the fifth inning only to remain
stranded as the Whitman right-hander
managed to escape the inning. Sloppy
defense (three errors) combined with
timely Whitman hitting to shellac
Dull with nine unearned runs before
Manager Bob Stewart lifted him in the
third.
A four-nm third inning capped by
Webb's RB! single coupled with
sound pitching from starter Keith
"The Beast" Fugate and reliever
Scott Keller powered the Loggers to a
7-3 victory in the nightcap. A wild

pitch allowed Logger Mike Garrett to
score the first run, and after the four
run explosion, Keller had enough
cushion to stave off a Whitman rally
led by Tom Luttgess, who slammed a
two-run homer in the third. Keller
limited Whitman to just two hits
while fanning five in 5 2/3 innings,
and Keller handcuffed the hosts for
the remaining four outs.
The Loggers, nomads of the diamond, travel to Portland State
University for a twin bill at Civic
Stadium Saturday, then raid Pacific
Lutheran University for a date Monday before the home opener Tuesday,
a doubleheader versus Lewis and
Clark State that starts at 1 p.m.

Week's Events

SCOREBOARD
Men's Basketball

Men's Baseball: at Portland
State Univ. (2)

Feb. 25 Eastern Montana College 84-56
Feb. 28 Seattle Pacific Univ
98-80

Women's Tennis: Pacific
Lutheran Univ. at UPS

Women's Basketball

Men's and Women's Track: at
Pacific Lutheran Univ.Salzman Relays

Feb. 22 Seattle Univ. 41-53
Feb. 24 at Whitworth 54-50
Feb. 25 at Gonzaga 49-69

Sat., March 10

Men's Tennis
Mon., March 12
Men's Baseball: at Pacific
Lutheran Univ. (1)

Tues. March 13
Men's Baseball: Lewis & Clark
CoIl, at UPS (2)

March 7-10

Wed., March 14

Swimming: National Meet at
Long Island, New York

Women's Tennis: Highline
Community Coil, at UPS

Fri., March 9

Women's Softball: at Pacific
Lutheran Univ.

Women's Tennis: Univ. of
Oregon at UPS

we have yAur new
ALPINE® car stereo.

Feb. 25 Univ of Portland 0-9
Feb. 28 St. Martin's College 6-1
Feb. 29 Evergreen State College 9-0
March 2 Portland State Univ.
4-3

Sport's Beat is sponsored by you
local Domino's Pizza delivery store.

Women's Tennis
Feb. 25 at Central Wash. Univ
8-1
Eastern Wash. Univ. at
Central Wash. Univ 4-5
March 2 at Seattle Univ. 9-0

Men's Baseball
March 4 Whitman College at
Eilensburg (2) 13-0, 7-3

Economics
Political Science
all other Majors

C)

Never before has Automotive Sound offered
so much audio quality for so little. The
famous Alpine 7151 FM/AM Cassette with
auto. reverse, Music Sensor and a dozen high
performance features, PLUS a pair of TS
thin design 5 1/2-inch speakers, PLUS
1011
custom installation in your car!
*jp SPECIAL*
COMPLETE SYSTEM
INCLUDING SPEAKERS AND
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION...

automoi
OPEN M-F 9-6, SAT. 9-5:30
"TACOMA'S CAR STEREO EXPERTS"
8 March 1984

289 00
ounci
3912 SOUTH 56TH
472-9641

Stephen H. Archer, Dean
Geo. H. Atkinson
Graduate School of
Management
Willamette University

On Campus
Friday, March 9, 1984
9:00 a.m.- Noon
An innovative approach to graduate
management study combining the
principles of business and public
administration

For appointments contact
Career Development Center
756-3250
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Buy a large pepperoni pizza and we'll top it with two frosty
schooners of mountain fresh Rainier, or two large soft drinks, all for
just $6.99. Or enjoy the same combination with a large pepperoni
pan pizza for only $1.50 more.
Either way it's a deal made in haven.
I-

PIZZA HAVEN® IS PIZZA HEAVEN
Tacoma North 2803 6th Ave. 383-1797
\o substitutions or additions. No coupons or discounts may be used with this offer.You must be 21 or older to be served beer. Not good for titk&-ot or liutite dcIiver. E\pIrls .tpril 30.
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An education for a Afetbahl
...at a small, private institution...

'U

Who will he our lucky winner???
The Combat Zone is intended as a satiric
work, and as such has been banished to the
back page. Any resemblance to living or dead
characters, no matter how explicit, is
unintended. -

Sponsored in the name of C.A.S.H.—the Collegiate Association for the Suppression of Humanity

